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SmallSat Conference Workshop, 6 August 2017
LaRC Z-Shielding Increases CubeSat Mission Lifetimes
• Extends typical CubeSat 
missions from 3 months 
to years
• A 100x reduction of total 
ionizing dose and 
removal of internal 
charging effects.
• Increases return on 
investmentNASA Tech-Transfer web releases of LaRC Z-Shielding
Z-shielding pitch: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHA8j5bpFcU&t=21s
Webinar: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrqDocGqawQ
https://techgatewire.larc.nasa.gov/2017/01/26/radiation-
protection-material-webinar/
CubeSat Market: $0.5B-1B over 3yrs
• over 1700 small satellites forecasted for 
2017-2023 
(www.spaceworksforecast.com) 
• Over 500 over next 3 yrs into polar low 
earth orbit (PLEO) 
(www.spaceworksforecast.com)
• Typical CubeSats costs $1-2M 
(https://esto.nasa.gov/techval_space.html)
• CubeSat value at risk: $0.5-1B in the next 
three years alone
Image Credits:  www.nasa.gov
Shielding is not common today 
• Cube Sat missions have been short, mostly experimental
• There are size and material constraints in the "standard" 
Cubesat packaging
• Mostly in low, short-lived orbits, such as deployed from ISS
• The actual satellites have been viewed as "disposable"
But that can and will change quickly
• The satellites themselves are now more capable
• Higher orbits are now available
• Longer orbit life calls for longer functional life for the satellite
• Shielding now matters
Solution:  Z-Shields
• Predicted Life 3+ years depending on Shielding Areal Densities
• 100x or greater performance increase
• $1M CubeSat on-Orbit:  $0.5 million/month (2 month lifetime)
• CubeSat with Z-Shields limited only by orbit lifetime (2-6 yrs
typical LEO)
Z-Shielding Technology Development  
Desired Orbits Acceptable Orbit Ranges
Altitude
(GTO/HEO)
350-37,500 km 240-200,000 km
Inclination 0-23 deg 0-90 deg
Altitude
(Polar LEO)
450-800 km 400-1000 km
Inclination 80-110 deg 70-120 deg
Highlights
• Extends typical CubeSat missions 
from 3 months to years with an 
atomic number (Z)-grade vault. 
• Develops and demonstrates a 
one-piece (Z)-grade radiation 
protection for electron radiation 
environments.
• Reduces technology development 
schedule and associated costs by 
collective testing in a relevant 
space environment.
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Spacecraft Overview with Experiments
Excerpt:  Shields-1 Brochure, NASA NP-2015-04-608-LaRC
Total Ionizing Dose (TID) Environment
Polar- LEO:
• Orbit:  102o inclination, 775 km apogee, 458 km perigee
• ELaNa III1 CubeSat environment:  AUBIESAT-1, RAX-2, DICE, Explorer, 
M-Cubed/COVE.
• TID environment Shielddose-2 calculation2:  5.0 kRad/yr total dose, 
0.5 g/cm2 Al
– 0.5 g/cm2 ~ 0.078 in Al the typical Al Structure thickness for the 
CubeSat standard form factor
– Commercial parts Hardness levels3: 2-10 Krad
– Radiation Design Margin4 of 2
Adding shielding to commercial CubeSats reduces 
risk for premature failures due to total ionizing dose
1.   http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/627975main_65121-2011-CA000-NPP_CubeSat_Factsheet_FINAL.pdf
2.  SPENVIS, Shielddose-2 calculation, AP8min-AE8 Max Model Environment.
3.  NASA PD-ED-1258, “Space Radiation Effects on Electronic Components in Low-Earth Orbit, April 1996
4.  NASA PD-ED-1260, “Radiation Design Margin Requirement”, May 1996.
Compelling Value Proposition
• Cube Sat average cost delivered to orbit is $1-2M
• Unshielded satellites fail within weeks or months
• Material Cost to add shielding is $5K or less
• For only the cost of shielding the life of the satellite is extended 
beyond the life of the orbit
• Why not?
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